In this contribution, we present a representative corpus of similia similibus formulae attested in ancient Greek and Latin curse tablets or defixiones. The simile formulae, attested in about 80 tablets in widely differing states of preservation and legibility, are introduced in the context of sympathetic magic and, in contradistinction to literary similes, as performative utterances that are based on a persuasive analogy. This analogy operates in the general form of "just as X possesses property P, so let also Y possess property P", in which Y is the target or victim of the curse, while X and P are variables that change in accordance with the intended results. We provide a provisional taxonomy of simile formulae, offer new readings and interpretations of some defixiones, and compare Greek and Latin documents. Due to its length, the paper has been divided into two parts. In the first part, presented here, we focus on comparata that reference the materiality of the tablet itself and comparata referencing corpses or ghosts of the dead. The remaining comparata, namely animals, historiolae and rituals, aversus formulae and unusual orientations of the script, "names", and drawings, will be presented in a follow-up paper, to be published in the next issue of Philologia Classica.
Introduction
Curse tablets provide an important piece of epigraphical evidence for ritual practices based on sympathetic magic in the ancient Mediterranean world. In what follows, we aim to provide a representative overview and provisional taxonomy for the use of simile formulae in Greek and Latin defixiones, attested in about 80 tablets (in widely differing states of preservation and legibility) spanning more than a millennium in time, from the 5th cent. BCE up to the 5th cent. CE, and attested in every corner of the oikumene, from Aquae Sulis (modern Bath) in Britannia and Hadrumetum in Africa to Pontic Olbia in Ukraine and Oxyrrhynchus in Egypt. The conclusions will briefly summarize the similarities and differences between Greek and Latin documents. Defixiones or curse tablets have been minimally defined as "inscribed pieces of lead, usually in the form of small, thin sheets, intended to influence, by supernatural means, the actions or the welfare of persons or animals against their will". 1 To date, over 1,600 Greek and Latin defixiones have been published, with new findings and known but previously unpublished texts increasing the number every year. Approximately one third are written in Latin and two thirds in Greek; occasionally, we also find bilingual curses. Greek tablets start appearing in our records from the 5th cent. BCE, often in the form of simple lists of names, while the earliest Latin curses are dated to the 2nd cent. BCE. 2 Both disappear from the archaeological record in the 5th cent. CE. In many cases, we are not able to pinpoint the context, the background, or the author's precise desired effects, and these curses are classified as non-specific. 3 Those curses in which the motivations and desires of the practitioners are more transparent have been traditionally classified as defixiones iudiciariae (legal curses), agonisticae (agonistic curses), amatoriae (love spells), and in fures (curses against thieves). 4 Legal curses were usually aimed at an opponent in court and strived to eliminate his or her ability to think or speak during the process, resulting in the cursing party winning the lawsuit. Agonistic curses were aimed at rivals in circenses (gladiators, racers, charioteers, and racehorses) and were predominantly intended to limit their physical abilities and thus prevent them from winning in competition. The authors of these curses were their professional competitors or non-professionals betting on the teams. 5 Love spells are associated with love and its desires. They were most often used to awaken a beloved person's affection in the case of unrequited love and sometimes included cases of rivalry in love, where the primary objective was to eliminate a rival by using a so-called "separation curse". 6 Audollent's original category of curses "against thieves" was significantly restruc- 1 Jordan 1985b, 205 . While the vast majority of defixiones were written on lead, on occasion other materials were used as well; see note 18 below. 2 The cursing tradition had spread across the territory of ancient Italy among not only the Latins but also other nations of Ancient Italy. The fact that the earliest Latin curse tablets are attested only from the 2nd cent. BCE might be due to the randomness of the preserved archaeological record. It is likely that Latin curse practices (just like the Oscan and Etruscan ones) started as early as the 4th-3rd cent. BCE; see Urbanová 2018, 209-212 . 3 Kropp 2008a; Kropp 2008b; Urbanová 2018, 18-20. 4 See Audollent 1904, lxxxiii and Kagarow 1929, 28 . For a basic outline of modern taxonomies, cf. Faraone 1991, 3-5; Kropp 2008b, 179-189; Urbanová 2018, 18-30. 5 For an overview, see Tremel 2004. 6 See Faraone 1999 for an overview of the Greek material and Urbanová 2018, 175-177 for Latin documents.
tured by Henk Versnel, 7 a rethinking occasioned especially by new finds from Brittania in the 1970s and 1980s. Versnel introduced a new category of "prayers for justice", which was only loosely identifiable with the traditional defixiones in fures. These texts were mostly directed against thieves or people who had done some harm to the authors, i.e. against the (mostly) unknown culprits of robberies, with the desired effect of vengeance -the thief was to be punished and the stolen things returned.
The use of simile formulae in literature, from Homeric epics onwards, has been a constant focus of scholarly attention. 8 Such use by Greek and Latin authors alike is both epistemic, which is to say that unknown or unfamiliar properties and relations encapsulated in a simile formula are explained via comparison with more familiar ones, and aesthetic, adding to the richness and beauty of the poetry. Thus, in Homer, Hector kills Patroclus just "as a lion overpowers a weariless boar in wild combat" (ὡς δ᾽ ὅτε σῦν ἀκάμαντα λέων ἐβιήσατο χάρμῃ) 9 and Achilleus in turn pursues Hector "as when a hawk in the mountains who moves lightest of things flying | makes his effortless swoop for a trembling dove" (ἠΰτε κίρκος ὄρεσφιν ἐλαφρότατος πετεηνῶν | ῥηϊδίως οἴμησε μετὰ τρήρωνα πέλειαν). 10 The use of simile formulae in defixiones and other epigraphic documents pertaining to magical tradition is a much less researched topic. The most important difference for the simile formulae encountered in defixiones (as compared to the literary functions) lies in their performative force. The given similarity is not simply observed and stated -it is "weaponized" since the writers of the ancient curses wished to transfer, by magical means, the properties of certain objects and actions onto their adversaries or objects of desire.
Thus, the use of simile formulae in Greek and Latin defixiones may be viewed as a token of "sympathetic" or, more precisely, "homeopathic" magic, the principles of which were established over a century ago by the pioneers of comparative anthropology Edward Burnett Tylor (1832 Tylor ( -1917 11 and James George Frazer . 12 While their general views on magic as a primitive stage of human thought that later evolved into "religion" and eventually reached maturity in science have been long abandoned, 13 the principle of homeopathic magic or the "law of similarity" 14 has been salvaged by the cognitive turn in so-7 See especially Versnel 1991, 60-106 and Versnel 2010, 275-356 , who defined these as prayers addressed to gods who were to punish a person or people (usually unknown) who had caused some harm to the tablet's author (e.g. through theft, fraud, denigration, false accusation). Frequently, compensation for damages was also demanded (e.g. the thief would be compelled to return the stolen things or plead guilty in public). Despite these important observations, the category of "prayers for justice" has been criticized by Martin Dreher, who proposed a new category: defixiones criminales; cf. Dreher 2010, 301-335 and Dreher 2012, 29-30 . For a comparison of these two competing views, see Urbanová 2014 , 1070 -1081 and Urbanová 2018 . This analysis of the desired results in both cases shows that these are to a great extent similar. Both curses and prayers for justice use the same sort of means to afflict the victim or the culprit; furthermore, the authors of prayers for justice frequently invent significantly more cruel ways to afflict the victims than the authors of other types of curses (Urbanová 2018, 24-30, 180-197 12 Tylor 1871, 101-144; Frazer 1990 12-48 . 13 Pyysiäinen 2004, 90-112; Yelle 2001 , 634. 14 Frazer 1990 : "Perhaps the most familiar application of the principle that like produces like is the attempt which has been made by many peoples in many ages to injure or destroy an enemy by injuring or destroying an image of him, in the belief that, just as the image suffers, so does the man, and that when it perishes he must die. " cial sciences and humanities. 15 Simile formulae, just as ancient "voodoo-dolls" or kolossoi, employed persuasive analogies, which, unlike empirical analogies, do not anticipate future events by virtue of parallel events observed. On the contrary, they try to actively influence future events according to a predesigned model. In terms of cursing rituals, persuasive analogies are intended to transfer the desirable features of one object to another, with the objects concerned possessing both similarities and differences. 16 If the literary use of a simile follows the general structure of "X is/will be like Y", the performative variant follows the form of "just like X has the property P, so let Y also have the same property P".
In Greek, this performative function is realized on the syntactic level as a complex sentence introduced by ὥσ(περ) + comparatum + indicative followed by a οὕτω(ς) clause containing the target of the curse + future indicative, dynamic infinitive, subjunctive, or optative. In Latin, comparative clauses with quomodo -sic or ut/ita -sic are used with a wish-formula containing the volitive (prohibitive) subjunctive in the main clause, which is unattested in literary texts and very rare in other epigraphic documents. 17 In what follows, we offer an overview of the most commonly found comparata in extant Greek and Latin defixiones containing one or several simile formulae. These are arranged into seven categories depending on whether the persuasive analogy makes use of (I) the materiality of the tablet, location, and manipulation; (II) human corpses and ghosts of the dead; (III) animals; (IV) historiolae and rituals; (V) aversus formulae and unusual orientations of the script; (VI) "names"; or (VII) drawings on the tablets. Due to the prohibitive length of the original paper, it was necessary to divide it into two parts. Here, we cover categories (I) and (II); in the second part of the paper, to be published in the subsequent volume of Philologia Classica, we will focus on the remaining categories and present the final conclusions.
I. Materiality, location, and manipulation
In the following section, we discuss simile formulae in which the persuasive analogy refers to either the material of the curse tablet itself, its location, or any manipulation that the tablet as a whole has been subject to. In both Greek and Latin magical tradition, the most numerous comparatum in simile formulae on defixiones in this category is -quite unsurprisingly -lead, the metal of choice for ancient curses by a very large margin. 18 Lead was used as a comparatum as early as the 5th cent. BCE (to be discussed below as item (5) in our corpus), but the most representative examples are provided by three tablets with curses in legal contexts from Attika dated to the 4th and 3rd cent. BCE. 19 15 Nemeroff -Rozin 2000; Sørensen 2007. 16 See, e.g., Tambiah 1978, 275; Faraone 1991, 8; Kropp 2008b, 175-177. 17 For a detailed linguistic study of the quomodo … sic clauses in Vulgar Latin, see Urbanová 2016; for simile formulae on defixiones, see Kropp 2008b, 175-177 and Kropp 2010, 370. 18 A clear majority (around 95 %) of extant curses are on lead, yet its use was not obligatory or exclusive. There are instances in the PGM of instructions requiring papyrus or lead (cf., e.g., PGM V, 305) and the metal's superior durability (compared to papyrus or wax) certainly skewers our perspective on how much of which materials were used. See further especially Faraone 1991, 7 for some evidence of other media than lead (such as wax) and Kropp 2008b, 329 for Latin curses. 19 To the three curses cited here we could add Ziebarth 1934 , 1033 "Just as this lead is cold and spiritless, in the same way also, let the words and deeds and tongue of those inscribed here be cold and spiritless…" (transl. Eidinow) (2) DTA 106 (TheDeMa 977) …καὶ ὡς οὗτος ὁ μόλυβδος ἄχρηστος, ὣς ἄχρηστα εἶναι τῶν ἐνταῦθα γεγραμμένων καὶ ἔπη καὶ ἔργα… "And just as this lead is useless, in the same way may the words and deeds of those inscribed here be useless…" (transl. Eidinow) (3) DTA 107 (TheDeMa 120) …καὶ ὡς οὗτος ὁ βόλυβδος ἄτιμος καὶ ψυχρός, οὕτω ἐκε(ῖ)νος καὶ τὰ ἐκε(ί)νω ἄτιμα [κ]αὶ ψυρχὰ ἔστω καὶ τοῖς μετ' ἐκε(ί)νο(υ) ἃ περὶ ἐμο(ῦ) λέγοιεν καὶ βο(υ)λευοίατο.
"And just as this lead is worthless and cold, so may that man and his doings be worthless and cold and for those on his side, whatever they say or plan about me. " (transl. Eidinow) In all three instances, the material's physical characteristics and relative uselessness in the system of economic exchange relative to "precious" metals, such as gold or silver, are alluded to and transferred to the targets of the curses. Lead is "cold" (ψυχρός), an observation readily made by anyone coming into contact with it, and the cursed persons should also become "cold", i.e. incapacitated and rigid, possibly dead, as well as "spiritless" (ἄθυμος). The other two adjectives refer to lead as having no value (ἄτιμος) and being useless (ἄχρηστος). This is very much in line with the picture provided by contemporary literature, where lead is a prime example of a low-quality metal, inferior in strength to iron and incomparable in monetary value to precious metals. 20 In both (1) and (2), the words and deeds of the targets of the curse should become "worthless" and "useless" (most likely in the context of a court case, referring to the inability to speak before court), 21 in 20 Cf. Thgn. 417-418, 1104a -1106 Hdt. 3, 56; Ar. Nub. 912-913; for Roman authors, see, e.g., Ov. Met. 1, 463-473. 21 The reference to the tongue and the transfer of attributes from lead to the tongue, only conjectured in 1, is attested in DTA 97 (TheDeMa 206) (3) it is also the cursed individuals themselves that should become "cold and useless" (i.e. paralysed or even dead).
It remains unknown whether the use of lead as the medium for the curse tablets was due to its availability or whether some magical properties attributed to lead by ancient Greeks and Romans played a role. 22 Despite the fact that a handful of scholars have argued for the importance of magical and symbolic factors in selecting lead as the material of choice for curse tablets, 23 the communis opinio suggests that the primary reason for the use of lead was its easy availability as a by-product of silver mining. The association of lead with magical powers due to its physical characteristics, such as its greyish dark colour, 24 coldness, 25 and durability (compared to wax or papyrus) is most likely only a secondary development, a by-product of using lead in production of defixiones for economic and pragmatic reasons (lead was commonly used for writing since it is cheap and easy to write on with a stylus made from harder metal). 26 A tablet from Boiotia with widely divergent dating, 27 addressed to one Theomnāstos (= att. Theomnēstos), contains no less than three simile formulae. While the first references the corpse or ghost of Theomnēstos (see (24)), the other two mention lead. For the magical transfer of essence, they do not use the metal's physical properties, as was the case in (1), (2) and (3), but rather its location. 28 The curse is directed against Zōilos, who was at the time seeing a girl named Antheira. In a fashion typical for separation spells, the curse is aimed at destroying the relationship and securing the girl's love for the author of the curse by eliminating the amorous rival. The lead tablet is deposited in a "location separate or distant from human settlement" (ἔν τινι τόπωι χωριστῷ ἐ⟨κ⟩ τῶν ἀνθρώπων, i.e. in a grave) -and just so should Zōilos be separated or grow distant from Antheira. The lead tablet is buried deep underground (κατορωρυγμένος) -Zōilos' well-being should be equally "buried down" and destroyed.
(4) Curbera 2017 , No. 2 (Ziebarth 1934 Forbes 1950, 177-178 . 23 Kagarow 1929, 9-10. 24 26 See already Wünsch 1897, iii: "Sed primis licet temporibus in his lamminis non tam ex peculiari quadam superstitione quam ex facili et commodo eius metalli in scribendo usu scripserunt antiqui, ubi primum adhibebant hoc metallum ad artes magicas, accessit superstitio, quae plumbum efficacissimum inter omnia esse docebat, quo dii inferi allicerentur. " Gager 1992, 3-4 essentially agrees with Wünsch that the primary reason for choosing lead was its availability and that the connection with magic properties was a later, secondary development; cf. also Graf 1996, 119-120; Baratta 2012, 24; Kropp 2015, 78-80 . Regarding various uses of lead in antiquity, see Baratta 2013, 283-284 (with further literature) ; for the connection of lead to Saturn (stella nocens), see Baratta 2012, 24-25 . 27 Faraone 1991, 13 dated it to the 3rd-2nd cent. BCE; Gager 1992, 88, No. 20 and López Jimeno 2001, 145, No. 300 both to the 2nd-3rd century CE; Bravo 1987, 202 , however, again to the 3rd cent. BCE; Curbera 2017, 142 again to the 3rd-2nd cent. BCE. 28 Unfortunately, we have no indication of the place of origin, but the context makes it virtually certain that it was deposited in a grave.
"…and just as this lead (is) in some place separated from humans, so may Zoilos' body be separated from Anthera -and touch and kisses and the intercourse of Zoilos and Anthera, and their thoughts … […] … just as the lead is completely separated, buried and isolated here, so too bury Zoilos quickly, and his activity, dealings, love and all the rest. " (transl. Curbera) The oldest Greek tablet with a performative simile explicitly mentioning lead is an enigmatic opistographic tablet from Sicily (found near Gela) dated as early as the 5th cent. BCE. Side A seems to contain a record of a financial transaction in which Apellis, the presumed author of the curse on side B, makes an appearance as the guarantor of the transaction and the money deposit connected with it. 29 On side B, Apellis seems to be reusing the lead tablet as a means to a new end, namely to fashion a curse that is intended to benefit his friend or lover Eunikos in a contest of "chorus-leaders" (χορηγοί) at the expense of other participants whose names are listed on the tablet. We find the simile formula at the very end of the curse. Ὁς οὗτος ⟨ὁ⟩ βόλιμος, τὸς τή/[νων] Ἐνόδιαι τιμὰν ἐρύσαιντο. Εὐνίκοι ἀὲ νικᾶν παντε͂ · "Just as this lead (sc. effectively drew the tima of the guarantee), so may the Enodiai draw out the tima of those men (sc. the rival khoragoi and their supporters listed in the tablet by ἀπογράφω). For Eunikos may there be victory always, everywhere. " (transl. Wilson) There have been many interpretations of this puzzling tablet. Dubois translated the simile as "Que tant de tablettes de plomb, que le prix du plomb (qui est considérable) sauvegardent à tout jamais et par tout la victoire pour Eunikos …", 31 but this makes little sense, since the value or price of lead ("prix du plomb") was emphatically not high ("considérable") -as has been shown above, lead was rather cheap and easy to obtain. Gager proposed the translation "As this lead tablet (is inscribed) so let … preserve victory for Eunikos everywhere…", but this does not command much confidence either. 32 According to the most recent interpretation by Peter Wilson, 33 which we consider the best available, just as the lead tablet had already successfully "guaranteed" the financial transaction in its first use (a record of which is preserved on side A), it should be just as efficient in securing the success of Eunikos by eliminating ("drawing out the honour or prestige") his opponents in the competition of the chorus-leaders via a timely intervention by Enodiai, in plural an otherwise unattested name but in its singular form used to refer to HecateWilson even floated the suggestion that it could be a collective name for the goddesses Demeter and Kore.
In Latin curses, lead appears as a comparatum in six tablets from Germania, Gallia, and Pannonia (dated to the 1st and 2nd cent. CE), of which four are readily interpretable.
29 See Jordan 2007, 337-342 for a detailed analysis. 30 The tablet was first published by Miller 1973 . The cited SEG entry is a new autopsy by Jordan 2007, 342-343 , which runs as follows: ὁς οὗτος ⟨ὁ⟩ βόλ̣ ιμος, τὸς ΤΕ[-ca. 5-]Ο̣ ΔΙΑ̣ Ι̣ ΤΙΜΑΝ ἐρύσαιντο Εὐνίκοι ἀὲ νικᾶν παντε͂ ·We print the reading and translation by Wilson 2007, 375-377 , which is itself based on Jordan's text. 31 Dubois 1989, 158-159, No. 134 . 32 Gager 1992, 76-77, No. 17 . 33 Wilson 2007, 375-377. The first from Carnuntum is a unique prayer for justice, containing the typical aggressive features of curses (defigo Eudemum) incorporated into a prayer for justice that targets the suspected thief, Eudemus, by name. Found in an amphitheatre (possibly deposited in a "Leichenkammer" underneath it) 34 and dated to the 2nd cent. CE, the writer requests from the gods of the underworld the punishment of a certain Eudemus, a man who stole his vessel. 
Defigo Eudem(um) nec(et)i(s) eum pes(s)imo leto, ad inf(er)os d(uca)tis eundem recol(l)igatis M(anibu)s ministeria infernorum (d)eu(m). (Quom)do i(lle) plu(m)bus po(n)dus h(a)bet sic et (E)ud(e)mus h(a)beat v(o)s iratos, inter la(r)vas… ia(m) hostiat quam celeris(s)im(e).
"I curse Eudemus; kill him by the worst death, lead him to the underworld and bind him with ghosts, you servants of the infernal gods. Just like this lead has weight, may Eudemus feel your [heavy] anger, may he enter among the ghosts of the dead as quickly as possible. " 36
The lead tablet is described here as "heavy" (plumbus pondus habet), which is a quality alluded to indirectly by other two tablets as well. Both seem to convey the "heaviness" of lead using verbs of "falling" or "sinking" (decadere, subsistere) into the depths. The term ira with the meaning of "anger/wrath of gods" is well attested from Latin defixiones. 37 The term pondus may be understood also metaphorically -just the curse has "weight" (i.e. importance) among the gods, so may they be angered at Eudemus and kill him. 
Quomodo hoc plumbu(m) non paret (= apparet?) et decadet 38 sic decadat aetas, membra, vita, bos, grano(m), mer(x) eoru(m), qui mihi dolum malu(m) fecerunt…
"Just as this lead is not visible and sinks to the bottom, so may the youth, limbs, life, livestock, grain, and trades of those who deceived me badly also fall into decay…" 34 Cf. Egger 1962, 81 and Kropp 2004, 85. 35 Most of the defixiones texts have been damaged to a greater or lesser extent, primarily due to age, corrosion, or mechanical damage caused by manipulation with the tablets, either already in antiquity (e.g. by the tablet being folded and pierced with nails) or during excavations. Moreover, the Latin texts contain numerous deviations from the classical norm caused by various factors (e.g. local specifics, diachronic developments, the author's literacy). For the purpose of this article, we have included emended Latin texts that do not necessarily follow the Leiden Conventions since rigorous adherence to epigraphical modus operandi would make the texts less intelligible to the general reader (cf. also the Lesetext of . Round brackets are used to denote editorial interventions, such as emendations, restorations, lectiones variae, and other peculiarities. 36 Unless indicated otherwise, the translations are our own. 37 See, e.g., the curse from Bergenz, DFX 7.1/2 (LCT 104), most likely written in the context of a rivalry in love, which is terminated by the words Ira dei. A tablet from Mainz (DTM 5, LCT 85) reads Bone sancte Atthis Tyranne, adsi(s), advenias Liberali iratus. ("Good, holy Att(h)is, Lord, help [me?], come to Liberalis in anger. ") As Kropp 2004, 88 suggested, the author of the curse could have considered the anger of the gods as an appropriate punishment for the morally reprehensible behaviour by the culprits which is denounced in the prayers for justice.
38 Cf. Marichal 1981, 41-43 In the case of (7), a prayer for justice dated to the 1st cent. CE, it is important to note that the tablet was not found in a grave but in a well in Montfo (modern Magalas, southern France). The tablet was supposed to remain invisible to mortals' eyes (non apparet) and its descent into the depths (decadet) was to be mirrored by the gradual decay of the target's life, livestock, and grain as an appropriate punishment for the dolum malum caused to the tablet's author by the suspects named on the tablet. Simile (8), a legal curse found in a grave in Kreuznach and dated to the 2nd cent. CE, also contains a persuasive analogy based on the "fall" of the lead tablet. It "sinks to the bottom" (subsidet) and similarly Sinto and Martialis -and, pre-emptively, anyone wishing to do harm to Rubrius and Quartio, the authors or commissioners of the curse -should be thrown into the underworld (deferre ad inferos). Several Latin curse tablets from the Sanctuary of Mater Magna in Mogontiacum (modern Mainz), dated to the 1st-2nd cent. CE, showcase simile formulae containing implicit references to special manipulation of the lead tablets -more specifically, throwing them into fire or burning them (at least symbolically?). Consider, for instance, the best-preserved example of a prayer for justice aimed at punishments for the culprits.
(9) DTM 11 (LCT 236, TheDeMa 754) 41 
Placida et Sacra, filia eius: sic illorum membra liquescan(t) quatmodum hoc plumbum liquescet ut eoru(m) exsitum sit.
"Placida and Sacra, her daughter: may their limbs melt, just as this lead shall melt, so that it shall be their death. " (transl. Blänsdorf) Jürgen Blänsdorf, the editor of the Mainz tablets, argued that the curses were eventually thrown into the sanctuary's sacrificial fire where they melted down (the fact that they have been preserved is, according to him, due to "chance"). 42 Two other tablets from the 39 The text is slightly corrupted; we are following the reading of DFX 5.1.4/5 and CIL XIII 2, 1, 7554. 40 We follow Wünsch, who reads desumat (sc. plumbum Sintonem) and then non parentem (sc. ita ut in iudicio non appareat). The tablet may be unfinished; the writer may have run out of space. Perhaps we could surmise something akin to tanquam esset apud inferos. 41 An almost identical formula is found on the tablet DTM 12, a continuation of this one. Moreover, DTM 12 includes a list of body parts that should melt away: sic … s siccum QUANMI qu(omo)di hoc liquescet se (…sic co)llum membra, me(du)lla, peculium d(e)l(i)ques(ca)nt eoru(m) "so … dry … just as this is to melt, so may his neck, limbs, strength, savings melt away" (transl. Blänsdorf).
42 Blänsdorf 2012, 124. same archaeological find reference "melting" (deliquescat) or "flowing" (defluit) in close syntactic proximity to lead; 43 unfortunately, they are too damaged to contribute much to our knowledge of this peculiar practice. Further support for this interpretation may be found in the following hitherto unpublished Sicilian Greek defixio dated to the 1st-2nd cent. CE, which also references "melting" of the lead.
(10) Rocca -Bettarini -Bevilacqua, in print …ὥς ὁ βόλιμος κατατάκετε εἵνα οὕτω τὰ(ν) Πρώτην κατατάξῃς καὶ ποίσῃς τὰ(ν) Πρώτην ὥλῳ τῷ ἐνιαυτῷ κατατακ[ο]μέναν κάτω ἐλθεῖν… "Just like the lead melts away, so let also Protē melt away and make it so that Protē, after melting away for an entire year, will descend [into the underworld?]. "
Our last example from Mainz, dated to the 1st-2nd cent. CE and written with the apparent desire to do away with a rival in love, does not mention lead (plumbum) explicitly, but rather denotes the tablet with the term haec carta. "May this befall Prima, the lover of Narcissus: just as this tablet shall never bloom, so she shall never bloom in any way. " 45 There can be no doubt that haec carta is the lead tablet itself. It is quite common for curse authors to call their creations "letters"; 46 furthermore, the nature of the simile itself confirms this identification -indeed, the one thing that a piece of cold, dark lead cannot do is "bloom". A Latin defixio from Fontanaccia, found in a grave and dated to the 2nd-3rd cent. CE, combines a mention of a "letter" (charta), as seen in the previous example (11), with an implied reference to downward movement (falling, descent), as seen in (7) and (8). 
Q(u)omodo h(a)ec charta coelis abeati (=abeat) in deo Adonine (= Adonide) cito iacit, silet, lang(u)et sic(c)ata, sic Quintus, Agrippini s(ervus) uter saltuensis (= salutarius?), languiat aigrotis …
43 These are LCT 235 (DTM 7, TheDeMa 878): …quomodi (et) ho…sucus defluit e…hoc plumbum… "…just as liquid flows out of … this lead [will melt?]…" and LCT 89 (DTM 10, TheDeMa 124): …diliques-cant quatmmodi hoc diliquescet… "…may they melt away just as this [piece of lead] will melt away…". 44 For this interpretation, see Blänsdorf 2007 Blänsdorf -2008 . The text is written counterclockwise because of the magic use of compounds of the verb verto. 45 For the simile formula, see also Urbanová 2016, 333-339. 46 See, e.g., Curbera -Papakonstantinou 2018, No. 4 Another interesting Latin tablet containing a simile formula that references a "letter" (epistula, i.e. the tablet itself) has been found in Kempraten (Switzerland) in the precinct of a Gallo-Roman sanctuary. It is dated to the 2nd to 3rd cent. CE and contains a prayer for justice addressed to Magna Mater. 49 The text is partly damaged, but the use of the tablet as the comparatum of the simile formula is manifest. The first part of the simile formula is difficult to interpret and the authors of the editio princeps believe that the sequence +++micto is a substantivized participle of the verb meio ("to urinate"), from which they provisionally translate the simile formula as "…wer seine Lampe gestohlen hat und wer Mitwisser ist und wer arglistig täuscht, soll so im (zehnmal erzeugten?) Dreck liegen wie dieser Brief (im Dreck) liegen wird", but this seems quite unlikely to us as this reading presupposes that the tablet was deposited in a filthy place, which would hardly be appropriate for a solemn prayer to Magna Mater (there are no available parallels to such a deposition of a tablet). Despite the difficulties of interpretation, the tablet itself (epistula) is clearly used as a comparatum in the simile formula.
Two Greek curses written on other media than the virtually omnipresent lead seem, at least prima facie, to contain a simile formula with a "stone" as the comparatum. A closer look, however, reveals that the persuasive analogy is based on either manipulation of the material support for the curse (in the first example here, (14)) or the physical properties thereof (in the second example here, (15)). A unique curse written on papyrus (3rd-4th cent. CE, Oxyrrhynchus) mentions a "Hermes-stone of the mill" and targets the brain and heart of a certain Zētous. These are to be ground or turned just like the stones in the mill turn and grind -not only wheat, but the curse itself! (14) SupplMag 56 (TheDeMa 291) ὥσπερ στρέφεται ὁ ἑρμῆς τοῦ μυλαίου καὶ ἀλήθεται τοῦτο τὸ πιττάκιον, οὕτως στρέψον τὸν ἐγκέφαλον καὶ τὴν καρδίαν καὶ πᾶσαν διάνοιαν Ζητοῦν τῆς ἐπικαλουμένης Καλημέρας, ἤδη, ἤδη, ταχὺ, ταχὺ. 48 Stanco 2003, 138 translates this as: "nello stesso modo il servo di Agrippino Quinto, quello dei due addetto alla custodia del latifondo…" The reading uter is unclear; saltuensis could mean something akin to saltuarius, a "person employed in looking after an estate". 49 The text contains parallels to the Mainz tablets, such as the invocation of Mater Magna, as well as technical terms used in other prayers for justice (sustulit, dolum malum etc.); cf. also DTM 2, DTM 7, DFX 3.22/16, DFX 7.5/1. 50 Geisser -Koch 2018, 298, n. 4 read in x(!) micto.
"As the Hermes-stone (?) of the mill turns and as this chit is ground, so turn the brain and the heart and the entire mind of Zetous also called Kalemera, now, now, quickly, quickly. " (transl. Daniel -Maltomini) Older discussions of the text have been marred by the reading "marrow" (μυελοῦ) instead of "mill" (μυλαίου), 51 but the "sympathetic structure" and the simile formula have been recognized from the outset. 52 Faraone's new interpretation, 53 which identified ὁ ἑρμῆς τοῦ μυλαίου with the "rotating part of the mill", superseded the older ones: The action on the papyrus containing the spell (being ground or turned in the millstone) should be replicated in the brain and heart of Zētous. While usually considered a love charm 54 in which the "turning of the brain and heart" should represent the spark of a new love interest in the curse's author, Faraone preferred to consider it an indeterminate curse, 55 while Daniel and Maltomini have argued that the spell "was most likely used by a master against the slave Zetous-Kalemera, who was probably a fugitive or suspected of planning to run away". 56 A far more straightforward simile featuring a stone is attested on an ostracon dated to the 4th-5th cent. CE found in Egyptian Thebes and a self-professed θυμοκάθυκων (= θυμοκάτοχον) and νικητικών (= νικητικόν) -a spell to restrain wrath and a charm for victory. 57 (15) SupplMag 58 (TheDeMa 310) …ὡϲ ὡ λίθωϲ οὗτοϲ ἄφονοϲ καὶ ἄλαλοϲ, οὕτω καὶ πάντεϲοἱ κατά̣ μα̣ ι ἄφονοι καὶ ἄλαλοι καὶ ἐπήκωοί μοι̣ γένωνται.
"…just as this stone is voiceless and speechless, so let also all who are opposed to me be voiceless and speechless and obedient to me. " (transl. Daniel -Maltomini) The "stone" in the simile formula is described as "voiceless" and "speechless" and the victim should become the same, cf. also ἄφωνοι κὲ ἄλαλοι κὲ ἄγλωσσοι in our corpus in item (28). Daniel and Maltomini observed that the incipit of the curse was most likely mistakenly copied from the formulary, which moreover prescribed "stone" as the support material of choice. 58 It is likely that the practitioner preferred to use ostrakon (which is, after all, much easier to write on than a stone) and the term ὡ λίθωϲ οὗτοϲ then refers to the ostrakon itself, transferring the muteness of the ostrakon-"stone" to the victim. The magical analogy at work here is of the same kind as in the other cited cases featuring lead tablets -the only thing that changes is the material on which the curse is written. The last item in our first section is a famous prayer of justice from Aquae Sulis (Bath), found 51 Editio princeps Turner 1976; see also Griffiths 1977 , Giangrande 1978 , and Gorissen 1980 . Versnel 1988 conserved the reading ὁ ἑρμῆς τοῦ μυελοῦ and suggested that "the enigma may be solved if we take Hermes to be a little figurine", probably made of wax (cf. the Greek μυελός, "fat"). 52 See, e.g., Giangrande 1978 , 102. 53 Faraone 1988 This is true for all authors mentioned in note 51 except Versnel. 55 Faraone 1988 , 286. 56 Daniel -Maltomini 1992 Regarding these, see, e.g., Faraone 1999, 107-109. 58 Daniel -Maltomini 1992, 44-45. in 1880 and dated between the 2nd and 4th cent. CE, "the only instance in the 63 Whatever the case, the simile seems to destroy the target by literally "liquefying" him or her. Even under this straightforward interpretation, there is undoubtedly a deep-seated connection with the place of deposition of the tablet, which was sunk into water (Aquae Sulis, as the name suggests, were celebrated Roman baths). According to the OLD, liqueo means "to be in a molten or liquid state", 64 and we find it quite possible that in the mind of the author of the curse, the simile meant something akin to quomodo [hoc plumbum liquet] aqua (= in aquā) sic liquat [fur ille] qui mihi Vilbiam involavit ("Just as this lead tablet is submerged in water, so let the thief that stole my Vilbia be submerged in water, i.e. drown and die"). This interpretation would be very much in line with the fact that the physical interaction with the tablet reinforces the magical analogy: The author is not merely stating that the victim should become "liquefied" -rather, he or she performs the ritual action of submerging the tablet in water, which causes his or her adversaries to be symbolically submerged and drowned, since the tablet features a list of names (possible culprits of the crime). The logic of sympathetic magic in this case is no different than in the case of casting tablets into the fire to melt the victims or the case of placing curses written on a piece of papyrus between the millstones to "turn" or "grind" their brains and hearts.
II. Dead human body, ghost of the dead
Since tombs and graveyards are among the most common depositories for curse tablets, 65 it is not surprising that human corpses and ghosts serve as comparata in several simile formulae. In these similes, it is sometimes very difficult to tell whether the writer was alluding to a dead body or a ghost, but the context and the specific qualities selected for magical transfer enable us to make an educated guess in most cases. 66 We shall start with those instances where it can be reasonably assumed that the comparatum of the simile formula is a physical dead body. In these cases, the properties that are supposed to be magically transferred to the victims are predominantly of a restrictive and paralysing nature -the victims are to remain mute, immobile, and so on. In a tablet from Attica, dated to the 4th cent. BCE, 67 the corpse lying in the grave is described as "useless" or "ineffective" (ἀτελής); thus, the words and deeds of a certain Theodora, clearly the author's object of desire, should become the same with respect to Charias, probably her husband or lover (as well as other men, just to be sure). "Just as this (sc. dead person) lies here ateles, so let all things of Theodora, her words and deeds with respect to Charias and other men, be atelesta. " (transl. Jordan) In the context of love magic, the desire of the curse's author for the victim not to engage in any erotic activities (except with the author, of course) is an extremely common feature 69 and here it is reinforced by a simile formula -as the dead body certainly cannot (under usual circumstances) engage in sexual intercourse (or wed), likewise Theodora should not be able to enjoy sexual intercourse with (or wed) anyone except the author. 70 It is important to highlight the possibility of a double meaning for the adjective ἀτελής, which, when applied to a corpse, could mean in addition to "useless" also "uninitiated", i.e. "buried without proper funeral rites". 71 It was widely believed that "special dead" (to borrow David Garland's term), 72 i.e. those who died prematurely, without proper burial rites, by their own hand, violently, or under other irregular circumstances, were uniquely positioned to facilitate magical operations. Another attestation of this belief provided by curse tablets has been identified only very recently (2018) by Jaime Curbera and Zinon Papakonstantinou in their new reading of a verso side of a legal curse from Athens, dated to the 3rd cent. BCE. In addition to a list of names written in a retrograde manner and a simile formula of the aversus subcategory on the recto side, the curse clearly turns towards the dead person in whose grave it was deposited. a ghost. Regarding terminology and classification, see especially Felton 1999, 22-37 and Stramaglia 1999, 27-35 . For the invocations of the dead in Greek magic, see Martín Hernández 2011, 100-111. 67 The tablet has usually been dated to the 4th century BCE; see, e.g., Gager 1992, 90 Αβρασαρξ, παρατίθεμαί σοι Ἄδιεκτον, ὃν ἔτεκεν Κουπεῖτα, ἵνα ὅσον χρόνον ᾧδε κεῖται μηδὲν πράσσοι ἀλλὰ ὡ̣ ς σὺ νεκρὸς εἶ, οὕτως κἀκῖνος μετὰ σοῦ, εἰς ὁπόσον χρόνον, ζῇ.
"Abrasarx (young flesh?), I deposit with you Adiektos, whom Koupeia bore, so that as long as [this dead body] lies here he will be unable to do anything, but just as you are dead, so let him be with you for his entire life. " Dorottya Gáspár, who published the editio princeps of the tablet, argued that the simile formula should be understood as "Just as you (scil. daemon) are dead, so should also he (scil. Adiektos) 'live' forever with you (scil. 'die'). " 75 This is largely correct, though we believe that it is not entirely clear whether the extension of the relative "you" is the corpse (which is trivially "dead") or the demon. As Gáspár herself noted, the appellative Αβρασαρξ (probably an alternative or misspelled form of Αβρασαξ, well attested in all sorts of ancient magical texts) may be understood as ἁβρὰ σάρξ, "delicate (i.e. young) flesh", referring thus to ἄωρος or the "untimely dead" person in whose grave the tablet has most likely been deposited. Under this interpretation, the sequence ὅσον χρόνον ᾧδε κεῖται could also be understood as denoting the corpse and not necessarily the tablet, 76 with the meaning of "for as long as this (corpse) lies here (= forever), let him be unable to do anything".
The following two Latin curses with simile formulae using a human corpse as the basis for a persuasive analogy exhibit strong parallelism to (17) and (18). Both are written in the context of a rivalry in love and function as separation spells -the women Philematio (20) and Rhodine (21), most likely slaves or freedwomen, are the objects of jealousy from another woman (or a man). Rhodine should be hated and scorned by M. Licinius (likely her master, maybe also lover?) and Philematio should be abandoned as well. Both are to become as attractive and pleasing to their masters and/or lovers as the corpses next to which the tablets have been deposited (both tablets were found in graves). The persuasive analogies are based on the parallel with the dead body that is separated from the living, unable to exercise any physical or mental action, and naturally arousing the emotion of disgust in human beings. The first curse (20), written on two tablets, comes from Pompei 73 NGCT 53. 74 BE 1991, 452, No. 144 prefers the reading ἀλλὰ ὡς σὺ νεκρὸς εἶ, οὕτως κἀκῖνος μετὰ σοῦ, εἰς ὁπόσον χρόνον ζῇ, "mais de même que tu es mort, qu'il le soit aussi avec toi, tout le temps de sa vie". 75 Gáspár 1990, 16. 76 This is how Gáspár 1990, 13 translated the text: "Abrasarx, ich übergebe dir den Adiektos, den Koupeita gebar, damit er, so lange (die Tafel) hier liegt, nichts tun kann, sondern wie du tot bist, so soll auch jener mit dir leben, für alle Zeit!" See also Barta 2015a, 133-134 , with parallels to our item (21).
and is dated to the 2nd cent. CE; the second (21) was found in Rome and dates to the 1st cent. BCE. An interesting feature of some Greek and one Latin simile formulae is the explicit naming of the deceased in whose tomb the tablets have been deposited. At times, the dead person is even addressed directly in the 2nd person singular and the vocative case. Consider, for instance, the "twin" curse-letter 79 directed to "Pasianax", found in Megara and dated variably between the 3rd and 1st cent. BCE. 80 The two curses are virtually the same; the only thing that changes are the targets -in the first, the author seeks to incapacitate Neophanēs, and in the second Akestōr and Timandridas, all three being opponents in a legal battle. 77 CIL I 2 2, 2541 has suc(c)edas. 78 See also the interpretation of Varrone 2002, 128-129 , who proposed the following as a possible context for the tablet: The curse was written by a women who is venting her anger at her rival, Philematio, slave of Hostilius, and -indirectly -also the man who evidently preferred this rival to her, reading the second simile as comodo is eis (=coleis) deser(tus)… ( "Even as he must remain with idle testicles, so may she remain with an empty cunt…"). 79 Regarding curse-letters, see further López Jimeno 1990 and Ceccarelli 2013, 47-53 . We have already seen (12), where the curse tablet was called haec carta by the author. 80 Ziebarth 1889, 126 dated it to the 2nd to 1st cent. BCE; Hoffmann 1900, 201 argued, pace Ziebarth, for the 3rd cent. BCE; a more recent entry in SEG 37:351/52 dated the two tablets to the 3rd cent. BCE. (TheDeMa 139) ὅταν σύ, ὦ Πασιάναξ, τὰ γράμματα ταῦτα ἀναγνῶς -ἀλὰ οὔτε ποτὲ σύ, ὦ Πασιάναξ, τὰ γράμματα τοῦτα ἀναγνώσει, οὔτε ποτὲ Νεοφάνης ατα̣ σιρω [.] δωι δίκαν ἐποίσει, ἀλ' ὥσπερ σύ, ὦ Πασιάναξ, ἐνθαῦτα ἀλίθιος κεῖοι, αὔτω καὶ Νεοφάνεα ἀλίθιον καὶ μηδὲν γενέσθαι.
A: P(hi)lematio Hostili (serva) facia(m) (=faciem) … capil(l)u(m), cerebru(m), flatus, ren(es)…ut illai non suc(c)edat 77 … ut il(l)ic (=ille) illa(n)c (=illam) odiat. Como(do) …(h)aec nec agere ne ilaic (=illa)… qui(c)qua(m) agere pos(s)it ula …os P(hi)lematio… B: nec agere nec in…nec u(l)la(s) res pos(s)it pete(re), quae ul(l)o (h)uma(no)… Comodo
"Whenever you, O Pasianax, read this letter-but neither will you, O Pasianax, ever read this letter, nor will Neophanês ever direct a lawsuit against Aristandros (?). But just as you, O Pasianax, lie here idle, so also let Neophanês be idle and nothing. " (transl. Gager) (23) SEG 37:352 (TheDeMa 1202) ὅταν σύ, ὦ Πασιάναξ, τὰ γράμματα ταῦτα ἀναγνῶς -ἀλ' οὔτε ποτὲ σὺ ταῦτα ἀναγνώσει, οὔτε ποτὲ Ἀκέστωρ ἐπὶ ερατ [.] φαενεα δίκαν ἐποίσει οὐδὲ Τιμανδρίδας, ἀλ' ὥσπερ σὺ ἐνθαῦτα ἀλίθιος κεῖοι καὶ οὐδέν, οὕτως καὶ Ἀκέστωρ καὶ Τιμανδρίδας ἀλίθιοι γένοιντο (or γενέσθων).
"Whenever you, O Pasianax, read this letter-but neither will you ever read this (letter), nor will Akestôr direct a lawsuit against Eratophanês-and not Timandridas either. But just as you lie here idle and nothing, so also let Akestôr and Timandridas become idle. " (transl. Gager) Older interpretations assumed that "Pasianax" (πάσι-ἄναξ, "supreme ruler") could be an eponym for Hades, 81 and argued that the author was invoking this infernal deity. These views have since been largely abandoned, 82 and quite rightly so. John Gager argued (as Wünsch had long before him) 83 that Pasianax is not a deity but the dead person buried in the grave in which the tablet has been deposited and the spell is based on a "curious set of assumptions" -the writer first assumes that the curse will be effective the moment Pasianax reads it ("whenever you read this letter"), but then realizes that corpses are quite unlikely to be able to read anything "but neither will you ever read this", and "thus the third and final thought takes the spell in an entirely new direction", using a simile formula as homeopathic magic that transfers the attributes of the corpse to the author's enemies at court. 84 It seems highly unlikely to us that the writer could be so confused (especially since there are two almost identical curses!). Rather, it seems that the writer is constructing a persuasive analogy already with the first clause, albeit without the typical underlying syntax (a ὥσπερ … οὕτως clause). We find it plausible that the meaning is something akin to "just as this corpse will never be able to read a letter, so let my enemies be unable to present a lawsuit…". It is very likely that this type of direct address to the deceased is found also on the tablet with similes already discussed as item (4). The other simile at the very beginning of the same tablet runs as follows. 82 Dubois 1986, 321; Bravo 1987, 200 . 83 Wünsch 1900, 67-68 . 84 Gager 1992, 130-131. βαίνιμεν, κὴ Ἀνθείρα Ζωίλον τὸν αὐτὸν τόρ̣ πον· […] B: … ὥσπερ σφίγμηι ἀνθρώπους ἐνδείσας, ἀποτέλη φθάνων τὸ⟨ν⟩ κατάδεσμον τοῦτον· ὥσπερ τόδε σῶμα πάγνυτη αὐτῶ, οὕτως κὴ Ζωυλος ὁ ἐνγεγραμμένος εἰς αὐτὰν {γ} γίνεσθε· "Just as you, Theomnastos, are powerless in your hands, feet, body to do anything, to handle anything, to love, to stay with a woman, so too may Zoilos remain powerless to go to Antheira and in the same way Anthera (to go) to Zoilos […] Just as you tie people up, hurry up and accomplish this binding-spell; just as this corpse here is stiff, so Zoilos, the one written here, should be towards her…" (transl. Curbera) These similes, quite like (17) and (20), operate as separation formulae aimed at transferring the negative qualities of the dead corpse of Theomnēstos to Zōlios, the author's rival in love. One instance of a named dead individual is attested also with Latin defixiones. The tablet containing a curse in a legal context was found in a grave in Carthage and is dated to the 2nd to 3rd cent. CE: 
…Se(curus?) como(d)o …no(n) potes(t?) (contr)a nos d(e)r(e)spondere … sic no(n possint respondere?) contra patre(m) meu(m con)tra (me) advocati … comodo li(t)tera(e) non possu(nt) … nec nemo potes(t) ilos (=illoc) venire, comodo Securus …o sic n(o)n pos(s)it (lo)qui, comodo Securus non potes(t?) loqui (sic n)on possint (lo)qui arvo… (=advocati?)
"As Securus … cannot testify against us…, so let the advocates be unable to testify against my father and me … as the letter (= this tablet) 86 is unable (scil. to leave this grave?) … so let nobody be able to come (scil. to the court?) … as Securus … so let them be unable to speak, as Securus is unable to speak, so let the advocates be unable to speak …" Despite the less than optimal state of preservation, it seems clear to us that "Securus" is the corpse of the person in whose grave the tablet has been deposited and not the target of the curse (as Audollent would have it). 87 The curse contains three simile formulae, of which two are readily interpretable. If we would accept nominative for vocative 88 and the preserved form potes (2nd person singular), they could also read "Securus, just as you are unable to testify against us…" and "Securus, just as you are unable to speak…", but it makes little pragmatic difference. In both cases, the negative qualities of Securus (or, rather, his dead body) are to be transferred to the advocates and thus make them lose the legal battle they are waging against our author. Whether he addressed the dead body directly (potes) or indirectly (potest) is immaterial. The last Greek curse to be discussed under the rubric of the explicit naming of the dead people in whose graves tablets were deposited is an enigmatic early defixio from Sicily dated to the 5th cent. BCE and likely to be interpreted in a legal context, just as (23) and (25). 85 The emendations, only partially accepted, are those of Kropp (DFX 11.1.1/7); we follow Audollent's text for the most part. 86 Other tablets also call curse tablets litterae (and even formally follow the norms of ancient letterwriting); see TheDeMa 769. For the term carta, see TheDeMa 575, 664, 713, 753, 1091. 87 DT 221. 88 For the tendency to use the fixed nominative in curse texts, see Urbanová, in print.
(26) Jordan -Rocca -Threatte 2014 (TheDeMa 945) hōς Ὄλτις ἐς τέλος ἰασα ἀπṓλετο τṑς ῾Ράτōν ἀτέλεστ'ἀγορεύεν, τὸν καὶ Κέλōν καὶ ἐς ἔπεα καὶ ἔργα ἐν τᾶι δίκαι. hōς ἀτέλεστος Ὄλτις ἀπṓλετο ἐς τέλος ἰασα, τṑς Μύσκελος ἀτέλεστ'ἀ⟨γορεύεν⟩ δ⟨ί⟩και καὶ ἐς ἔπεα καὶ ἔργα ἐν τᾶι δίκαι. hōς Ὄλτις ἀτέλεστος ἀπṓλετο, hōς Λέπτōν ἀτέλεστ'ἀγορεύoν. μεδὲν hανύοι ἐν τᾶι δίκαι.
"As Oltis, being at/going to telos, was destroyed, so let Rhaton fruitlessly plead, him and Kelon/Kaikelon both in words and deeds in court. As, fruitless, Oltis was destroyed being at/going to telos, so let Myskelos fruitlessly <plead> in court, both in words and deeds in court. As Oltis, fruitless, was destroyed, so let Lepton fruitlessly plead. Nothing be accomplished in court. " (transl. Jordan -Rocca -Threatte) The editors argued that the destruction of "Oltis", an otherwise unattested feminine variant of the Greek name Ὄλτος, is to be understood as either an otherwise unknown local historiola 89 or a Plinian Olta, a wolf-like creature of Etruscan lore. 90 We would like to suggest an alternative interpretation focused on the "fruitlessness" of "Oltis". The crux here lies in the meaning of the sequence ἐς τέλος ἰασα ("going to telos"). Since the text makes numerous references to "Oltis" being ἀτέλεστος ("fruitless"), it is, in our opinion, plausible to take the τέλος to mean "proper burial" or "funerary rites". We have already encountered the cognate word ἀτελής ( ἀτέλεστος) in formula (17), where the dead body was referred to as "useless" or "lacking funeral rights". There are two more curses from Sicily that are relevant in this context: One from Lilybaion (Marsala, Sicily) in which ἐς τοὺς ἀτελέστους, though hard to connect with the surrounding text, seems to mean "to the ghosts of those lacking proper burial"; 91 the other, a short defixio from the Buffa necropolis (Sicily), mentions ἀτέλεστα καὶ ἔργα καὶ ἔπεα ("unaccomplished words and deeds"), 92 mirroring almost verbatim our (26). Furthermore, we know from the Lex Sacra of Selinous, 93 roughly contemporary with our tablet, that ἐλαστέροι, spirits pursuing those who have committed a homicide, were believed to roam the land. In fact, it has been argued that one of the purposes of this "law" (in fact a purification procedure) was "to deal with comparable miasma arising from deaths and perhaps from ineffective funerary 89 See especially Rocca 2015, 307: "On peut aussi considérer la comparaison initiale comme une historiola à la saveur locale faisant référence à Oltis, personne que toute la ville connaît et dont l' évocation du nom suffit à rappeler l'affaire en cours, une sorte de mini-récit qui donne peu d'informations, mais qui déploie la mémoire et les connaissances ainsi que la faculté du rédacteur d'adapter une situation particulière pour l' ériger en exemple parfait et, par extension, en norme générale". 90 91 Jordan 1997 (SEG 47:1442 . As Jordan 1997, 394 pointed out, "[t] he ἀπευχόμενοι νεκροί and the ἀπευχόμεναι (sc. νεκραί), the 'abominating dead' , i.e., who send or enact curses, would be the equivalent, presumably, of the dead whom we meet with later in this line, the ἀτέλεστοι. These last, as I would interpret them, are dead persons whose forces are still active because of a lack of proper funeral rites…". See also Bettarini 2015, 297 rites for those dead (cf. the miaroi Tritopatores) and to provide ritual cleansing from the pollution of hostile spirits, similar to those instigated by curse tablets". 94 Taken together with all the tablets discussed so far in this section, the phrase ἐς τέλος ἰασα ἀπṓλετο may mean that Oltis perished while "being on her way" to a proper funerary ceremony (τέλος) and as such she is now ἀτέλεστος, not only "fruitless" but "without proper burial rites". Oltis then would be the name of the unfortunate female in whose grave the tablet was deposited, just like Pasianax, Theomnēstos, and Securus in our examples (22), (23), (24), and (25) . The author chose her grave because she failed to find her last rest (ἐς τέλος ἰασα ἀπṓλετο) and, as such, her ghost is uniquely equipped to fulfill the required magical transfer and cause the legal business of the author's adversaries to fail. It has already been acknowledged at the beginning of this section that a clear-cut differentiation between a dead body (νεκρός, νέκυς) and a ghost of the dead (νεκυδαίμων) is rather difficult to make. However, since similes (22) and (23) allude to Pasianax's inability to read a letter (i.e. a curse in the form of a letter) and simile (24) alludes to Theomnēstos' general inability to make a movement, it seems probable that the names "Pasianax" and "Theomnastos" denote the dead bodies of the men who once held these names rather than their ghosts. 95 Let us now consider the following example from Olbia, dated variously to the 4th or 3rd cent. BCE. 96 (27) Belousov, in print (Bravo 1987 , SEG 37:673, Jordan 1997 [ὥ]σπερ σὲ ἡμεῖς οὐ γεινώσκομεν, οὕτως Εὔπο "Just as we do not know you, so shall not Eupolis and Dionysios, Makareus, Aristokrates and Demopolis, Komaios and Heragores [know us] at whichever lawsuit they attend. And also do not let Leptinas, Epikrates, Hestiaios attend any lawsuit for which they have planned (to give?) testimony -just as we do not know you. And if you maintain this spell on them (κατάσχῃς) and seize them (κ̣ [ατα]λάβῃς), I will indeed honour you for that and prepare the best gift. " (transl. Belousov, modified) On this defixio, which has been known for quite some time (editio princeps 1908) but garnered more attention following Benedetto Bravo's 1987 fresh reading and interpretation, 98 the practitioners address the ghost, not the dead person's body. This is 94 Jordan 1993, 131. Regarding the relationship of the lex sacra to defixiones, see Bouffier 2015. 95 Already Bravo 1987, 198 highlighted the difference between "mort" in the sense of "l'âme du mort" (= ghost of the dead) and in the sense of "une chose inerte, absolument impuissante" (= dead body). Dubois 1996, 177 likewise commented that the defixio is addressed "au mort anonyme, au νεκυδαίμων dans la tombe duquel a été retrouvée la tablette et dont est implorée l'assistance efficace"; cf. also Nisoli 2007, 40-41 . 96 Jordan 1997, 215 dated it to the 4th cent. BCE; Bravo 1987, 194 and Slings 1998, 85 to the 3rd cent. BCE; Belousov, in print, to the 4th-3rd cent. BCE. 97 Nieto Izquierdo 2016, 125-126 proposed ἐπῳδ<ῇ> in lieu of ἐ⟨γ⟩ὼ δέ, with the meaning "Si tu me les ligotes et les retiens avec une incantation, je te rendrai des honneurs". 98 Bravo 1987 (SEG 37:673, TheDeMa 232) abundantly clear from the negotiation with the ghost in the concluding sentence, in which he is offered recompense should he succeed in paralysing the author's opponents in court. It would make little sense to be bargaining with a corpse. The tablet is also unique in that the νεκυδαίμων does not act as an intermediary between the practitioner and the chthonic deities (nor is he commanded through chthonic deities with the typical κατά injunction) but operates as an "autonomous entity". 99 There are two outstanding issues here -first, the exact meaning of the simile formula itself, and second, the nature of the "most agreeable gift" that the practitioners are offering to the ghost.
Bravo argued that the simile served to reinforce the probability of an occurrence the practitioner had prior knowledge of, with a meaning akin to "as it is absolutely certain that I do not know you, ghost, let it be also certain that these men will come to the court and do a 'terrible thing' (δινὸν πρᾶγμα)". 100 It is unclear to us why the cursing party would want such a thing to happen given the fact that targets of judiciary curses are practically always enemies and the curses strive to incapacitate them before the court, not to make sure they make it there. Dubois mostly accepted Bravo's interpretation while noting that in formulae such as (22), (23), and (24) there is "un parallélisme de fond entre les deux membres du systéme comparatif; dans le texte d'Olbia ne subsiste plus que le cadre stylistique", 101 which could be very much true but does not advance the interpretation of the simile in any way.
The reading proposed by David Jordan makes better sense in two ways: 102 First, he argued that the second Ὥ[σπε]ρ ἡμεῖς σε ("just as we [do not know] you") is likely a mistake on the part of the author who was using a formulary, 103 and second, it does away with the absurdity of the author wishing for his opponents to make it to the court and present evidence against him. Instead of the second "… just as we …", we might imagine a forgotten second part of the clause with the meaning "… just as we do not know who you are, ghost, so too let Eupolis, Dionysos, and all the others … at whatever lawsuit they are present … at whatever taking of evidence … let them [forget who we are and thus make it impossible for them to proceed against us?]". Second, according to Jordan, the ghost being "unknown" to the author means "buried without proper funeral rites" -and the "gift" consequently consists of paying proper tribute to the ghost and thus letting him rest. [υῶ] . "Just as we do not know you, so too let Eupolis and Dionysos, Makareus, Aristokrates and Demopolis, Komaios, Heragoras, at whatever lawsuit they are present, at whatever taking of evidence (μαρτυρίη) (sc. they are present), let them … {Just as we you} And if you put a spell on them and capture them, I shall indeed honor you and shall prepare for you the best of offerings. " (transl. Jordan) 103 Jordan 1997, 216 . 104 Jordan 1997, 217. The latest reading by Alexey Belousov further improves on Jordan's text and likewise argues that the curse is "a judicial spell addressed to a vengeful spirit (νεκυδαίμων) of an untimely deceased person (ἄωρος)". 105 This is an intriguing hypothesis, which in our opinion received further support in a remarkable defixio found in 2011 in the necropolis of ancient Pantikapaion (modern Crimea, reasonably close to Olbia Pontica/Borysthenes) and dated to the 3rd cent. BCE. 106 This curse tablet contains a single word, ἀνώνυμος ("without a name", i.e. "unknown"), repeated 18 times. The editors argued that this refers to "a special group of the dead called ἀνώνυμοι, a group that includes the souls of people who died prematurely, usually in a violent manner", and cite our Olbian defixio as supportive evidence, concluding that "the addressee of the lead plate in question was the spirit of an untimely deceased person (or a number of such souls)". 107 This agrees well with Jordan's and Belousov's interpretation as well as other items in our corpus, especially (5), (17), and (26). Another Greek curse that also features ghosts of the dead (as opposed to dead bodies) as the comparata in a simile formula is from a collection of over two dozen curses found at Amathous in Cyprus, dated to the 2nd to 3rd cent. CE. 108 Its somewhat damaged text, the only one in the entire series containing a simile formula, reads as follows:
(28) Mitford 1971, No. 130 (TheDeMa 142) ἀλλὰ ὡς ὑ[μῖς ἄταφοι κὲ ἄφω]νοι κὲ ἄλαλοι κὲ ἄγλωσσοι, οὕτω […] ο̣ ἱ ἀντίδικοι ἤτωσαν ἄλαλοι ἄφ[ωνοι ἄγλωσσοι]· "But just as you are … wordless and speechless … so also let my opponents be speechless and voiceless. " (transl. Gager) The fact that the author of this curse is using ghosts of the dead as the basis of the persuasive analogy seems to be dictated by the incipit of the text, where he or she invoked "daimones whoever you may be and who lie here, having left grievous life, whether violently slain or foreign or local or unburied" (δέ]μ<ο>νες <οἵ>τινές ἐ<σ>θ̣ ε κὲ ἐνθά[δε κῖσθε βίον λιπόντες πολυκηδ]έα, βιωθάνατοι εἴτε ξένοι ἴτε ἐντόπιοι ἴτ̣ ε̣ [ἄποροι ταφ]ῆ̣ ς̣ ). 109 On other tablets in this series, the same daimones are also characterized as πολυάνδριοι ("buried in a mass grave") and ἄωροι ("untimely dead"). 110 These adjectives again drive home the importance of the "special dead" for magical practices, but some of these references, especially the passive "lying" and the unfortunate circumstances of the death ("untimely dead", "violently slain") and post-mortem irregularities ("buried in a mass grave", "unburied"), could be more easily associated with the inert physical bodies than with ghosts. Some degree of conflation between the two categories is to be expected, however, since corpses as objects are known to cause dissociation in our cognitive systems. 111 Another 105 Belousov, in print. 106 Belousov -Fedoseev 2014. 107 Belousov -Fedoseev 2014, 147-148. 108 The provenance of this series of tablets has been indicated for a larger part of the 20th century incorrectly as Kourion; cf., e.g., Audollent 1904, 35; Preisendanz 1930, 131; and Mitford 1971 . The original location has been identified by Aupert -Jordan 1981, 184. 109 The editorial supplements are reasonably safe since the formulaic text can be reconstructed on the basis of other, better preserved tablets in the Amathous series.
110 Mitford 1971, No. 127 (TheDeMa 141) . 111 Boyer 2001, 203-228, especially 222-224. curse in a legal context containing a simile formula that mentions the ghosts or souls of dead people, albeit very obliquely, is attested from Attika and dated to the 4th cent. BCE. In this case, the writer does not seem to target restless ghosts who are βιωθάνατοι ("violently slain"), ἄωροι ("untimely dead"), ἄταφοι ("unburied"), or ἀτέλεστοι ("deprived of proper funerary rites"), but rather the more peaceful lot whose death and burial did not exhibit any "irregularities" since they are making their last journey to the realm of Persephonē (unlike the "restless" dead, to whom this last journey is forbidden). A Latin tablet from Rome, dated to the 4th-5th cent. CE, also seems to be addressed to a ghost. The author of this curse, which was found likely in a grave, 112 appealed to "holy angels" (sancti angeli), but these are supposed to take his adversary into hell instead of the expected heaven. The curse is non-specific, possibly written in the context of a rivalry in love. The simile explicitly refers to the ghost being "trapped" in a tomb (anima intus inclusa): Agnella. 113 "I beg you, holy angels/daemons. Just like this soul is enclosed inside, imprisoned, and sees no light and has no recreation, so may the soul, mind, and body of Collecticius, whom Agnella bore, be equally enclosed, may it burn and fall into decay. Lead Collecticius, whom Agnella bore, away all the way to hell. "
The last two items in this section have been published only recently by Andrea Barta. Both tablets are curses in a legal context found in graves in a necropolis at Acquincum, dated to the 2nd to 3rd cent. CE. 114 The two curses are likely interrelated and (31) might help us with the interpretation of (32): 115 adferent, muti et taciti sint. Adversarios Bellici accipite, Tricerberi, os … 116 "Dis Pater, Aeracura! Mercurius Cyllenius, I dictate the following names to you, hand them over to the dreadful dogs! Infernal souls in Tartarus! Marcus, Marcia, Chariton, Secundus, and whoever may act like an opponent who will bring a curse-in-reply to you. Mute and Silent goddess! Just as the infernal souls are mute and silent, so are those who will bring a curse-in-reply to you may be mute and silent. Three-headed Cerberus, catch the opponents of Bellicus and keep them …" (transl. Barta).
This curse is most likely a preventive anti-spell in case the author's enemies (probably in the context of a legal battle) would want to influence the case or harm him or her via a curse of their own. The desire to silence opponents is extremely common for Latin curses in legal contexts (see, e.g., 8, 25, etc. 120 as a goddess that is supposed to silence the author's enemies (also in a legal context). The other Acquincum curse with a simile formula is significantly harder to interpret. "… to Mercurius. As a messenger, hand over to Tartarus those who will hand letters to you … will hand letters … just as he/she does speak, so may our opponents speak, oh infernal souls, against Beroe and against Zosimus, who will hand letters to you, so the infernal souls may … them mute and silence, we ask you. " (transl. Barta) The tablet is slightly damaged and the meaning of the two simile formulae is far from clear. 121 The problem is the relative qui preceding epistulas tradet: Barta argued that it refers to either Mercury, who is asked to send to the underworld those who will hand him letters (curses), or someone unknown, most likely the nekydaimon, i.e. the spirit of the deceased person into whose grave the tablet was deposited, who is asked to send to Mercury in the underworld those who will hand letters (curses) to him. 122 Given the Greek parallels in this section, the nekydaimon seems more probable. The simile quomodo verbis narrat might be adynaton (as with the Greek (22) and (23)), meaning something akin to "just as the ghost of the dead is unable to speak, so let also our enemies be unable to testify against Beroen". The next simile (in which quomodo is absent) could be interpreted as [quomodo] qui tibi epistulas tradet [mutus tacitus est], sic illos mutos tacitos (faciatis) di manes cras 123 a vobis rogamus. The basis of the persuasive analogy here might also be a ghost of the dead -the adjectives mutus and tacitus often refer to ghosts and are analogous to the Greek ἄφωνοι κὲ ἄλαλοι in (28) and the Latin manes in (31) (quomodo manes muti…). 124 Summarizing conclusions as well as the remaining categories, namely (III) animals, (IV) historiolae and rituals, (V) aversus formulae and unusual orientations of the script, (VI) "names", and (VII) drawings, will be presented in a follow-up paper, to be published in the next issue of Philologia Classica. The first line of side B, immediately before …Mercurio…, is illegible. The text after …tradet sic… containing the second part of the simile formula has been added vertically and runs through the rest of the text (probably due to the lack of space left on the tablet). 122 Barta, in print. 123 For a similar sequence, see Blänsdorf -Piranomonte 2012, 629 : …(roga)mus cras deas vest(ra)s…. 124 Di Manes, the underworld ghosts, included also ghosts of people with untimely or violent deaths who roamed restlessly the places close to their bodies. For an overview of their powers with respect to the ancient cursing practices, see Audollent 1904, lix-lxvii; Preisendanz 1972, 6-8, 13, 17; Gager 1992, 12-16; Ogden 1999, 44-46; Kropp 2008b, 94-98 . For a detailed survey on Di Manes in literature and epigraphy, see Tantimonaco 2016, 4-18 . Her analysis suggests that, from the Augustan age onward, Manes are simply "defunti divinizzati". 
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